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1. Visualizing WFH-generated Representations
Figure 1 visualizes the hallucinated features along with

other textual and visual representations. The hallucinated fea-
tures appear to serve as the bridging representations across
the V-L domains. Furthermore, the generated representations
are contextual; for instance, stage and actor are close by and
so are artist, portrait, vector, blue, and beautiful. This in-
dicates that the proposed WFH capitalizes on the textual
contextuality from VG object and attribute classes to gen-
erate reasonable contextual representations of the texts not
present in VG, such as adjectives like beautiful and nouns
like vector, stage, and artist.

2. Learning Visual Dictionary D

It is both crucial to learn D with quality representa-
tions and learn it efficiently. While there can be many
ways to learn a good D, we opt for the simple K-means
method with momentum updates, which is also used in
[1]. Formally, given the randomly initialized visual words
{dc ∈ R2048}Cc=1, we update D with batches of Bv = 512
visual features {vi}Bv

i=1 (pre-extracted by the same object
detector that generates object and attribute tags on 2.7M CC
images) with the following rule:

dc ← α · dc +
(1− α) ·

∑
hi=c vi

|{i|hi = c,∀i = 1, ..., Bv}|
, (1)

where hi is the index of the found nearest neighbor in D
for vi. | · | is the cardinality operator. α is the momentum
coefficient set to be 0.999. The updates are run for 8 epochs.

3. Ablation Studies
Table 1 analyzes how (1) how adding attributes affect

U-VB and (2) differently configured WFHs affect the down-
stream task performances on Flickr30K.
Adding Attributes to U-VB. One question to ask is whether
solely adding attributes benefit U-VB. We tested two strate-
gies to add the attribute tags: either by adding (add) the
attribute tag embeddings to the object embeddings, or by
appending (append) the attribute tag tokens along with

other object tag tokens. We observe they perform on par
with each other. However, to our surprise, both perform
noticeably worse than U-VB, which does not consider the
attribute tokens.

Our speculation is such models can be biased towards
objects with specific attributes. This is because, considering
the tag generator, i.e. the object detector, is trained on Visual
Genome [2] where the object annotations are dominated by
human-related classes, e.g. man and person, and attributes
are by colors, e.g. the top five attribute classes are colors.

Modeling the limited types of object and attribute tags
with WFH could have alleviated those biases given the better
recall values on the retrieval tasks. While U-VB uses those
tags as some fixed anchors to bridge modalities, WFH’s
hallucinations serve as more diverse anchors to interact with
much more texts than U-VB can.
Varying Number of Layers and D’s Sizes in WFH. We
also test WFH with different dictionary sizes C and number
of layers J . C = 1024 and C = 1536 yield comparable
results while the larger C = 3072 shows degradation in
recalls. The 2-layer WFH (J = 2) improves five out of six
recalls (except for R@10 on IR) over the 1-layer WFH across
tasks while the 3-layer option gives comparable recalls on
IR, but slightly degrades on TR. These results align with
our expectation – devising a larger dictionary or more layers
would not necessarily lead to improvements as the visual
dictionary is kept fixed over the training. It would thus be
interesting to update also the visual dictionary during pre-
training phase. We leave that to the future work.

4. Qualitative Studies on Cross-Modal Retrieval
We qualitatively study XMR tasks on Flickr30K in Fig-

ures 2 and 3, which include cases where either the proposed
WFH model or U-VB retrieves target images or texts.
Image retrieval. As can be seen in the retrieved images in
Figure 2a, the proposed model appears to be more capable
of inferring occupation (e.g. army officer), details in the
dress of the subject (e.g. ”wide-eyed”, ”skull and crossbones
shirt”), races (e.g. ”Asian women”), compared to U-VB.

While in some cases U-VB retrieves the target images
within the top-five images, our model retrieves reasonable
images as well. For instance, for the query ”Several peo-



Figure 1: t-SNE plots [3] on WFH-generated representations from text tokens and object tags. Legend: ”t” are text token
representations, ”v” are regional visual representations, ”t visual” and ”tag hvisual” are WFH-generated representations from
text and object tag tokens, respectively. The zoom-in windows in blue and green display the selected t hvisual samples
within the respective regions. Best viewed in color.

Table 1: Comparing models on varying variables. The first
two rows, add and append, are the results from the models
without WFH. The rest of them are with WFH of varying
configurations.

Studied
variables

Text-Image Retrieval Image-Text Retrieval
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Ways to utilize attribute tokens
add 52.5 81.3 88.3 65.5 89.7 94.8
append 52.9 80.6 88.1 67.0 89.5 95.1
Visual dictionary size C (number of WFH layers = 1)
C = 1024 55.0 82.7 89.8 71.7 91.4 94.8
C = 1536 55.5 82.3 89.9 71.4 90.9 95.6
C = 3072 54.2 81.9 89.1 69.8 90.3 94.1
Number of WFH layers J (visual dictionary size C = 1024)
J = 1 55.0 82.7 89.8 71.7 91.4 94.8
J = 2 56.7 82.8 89.5 72.5 91.5 95.6
J = 3 56.4 83.0 89.7 70.4 90.7 95.4

ple are eating lots of food” in Figure 2b, the second image
retrieved by the WFH model well capture the activities indi-
cated in the given text.
Text retrieval. From the top retrieved sentences in Figure 3a,
the proposed WFH model better recognizes, e.g. the ethnic
group in the second query image, while precisely retrieving
the specific object, e.g. the ”ticket machine”, ”megaphone”
and ”harp” in the first, second and third images, respectively.

We next examine the cases where the WFH model does
not hit the target texts in the presented cases (where U-VB

does) in Figure 3b. One could still see that, for instance, for
the query image listed on the top, most retrieved sentences
(the first, second, third, and fifth) well describe the main
subject (the man) and the activity (e.g. going into the water).
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(a) Cases where our proposed WFH model retrieves the target images, highlighted with the yellow frame.

(b) Cases where U-VisualBERT retrieves the target images, highlighted with the yellow frame

Figure 2: Text-to-image results where our proposed model retrieves better images. Each frame contains two rows of five
images, where the first and second rows present top five images retrieved from the proposed model and U-VisualBERT,
respectively.



(a) Cases where the proposed WFH model retrieves the target sentences, which are highlighted in blue.



(b) Cases where U-VisualBERT retrieves the target sentences, which are highlighted in blue.

Figure 3: Image-to-text results. Each frame shows top five captions retrieved by models. The first (upper) and the second
(lower) frames display results from U-VisualBERT and the proposed WFH model, respectively.


